GETTING TO ANDOAIN FROM PAMPLONA VIA THE A-15
1. Take exit Nº 445 (Ref.20)
ANDOAIN
TOLOSA N-1
2. When you reach the STOP sign turn left going under the N-1 and very soon
turn right at the green sign that reads SORABILLA (Ref.15).
3. After stopping, go straight ahead passing by ERROTAGAIN (Ref.16) and
turn left passing by the sign that reads ERROTAGAIN 1-8. (Ref.17)
4. At the next compulsory STOP a steep slope starts on the right. When you get
half way down slope you’ll pass by ERROTAGAIN 11-13 sign. (Ref.18)
5. Very soon, take the junction to the left, (if not we’ll see the signs ERDIA –
CENTRO – CENTRE on the left (Ref.19) in the same direction, and
SORABILLA in the opposite direction).
6. Very soon, take the first turning on the left, and from now on there will be only
about 3 km left to reach Garate.
7. VERY IMPORTANT! From now on, always follow the cement road; never
take any other cobbled or forest roads. You will pass the following signs and
references:
• GARATE, BELKOAIN (there’s a white painted arrow on a grey
stone, at the top it reads USURBIL BURUNTZALDEA). (Ref.7).
• On the right of the road a sign that reads KAROBIA (old limestone
kilns).
• Wooden signs announcing BELKOAIN – BIDEA = CAMINO –
PISTA (Belkoain road). (Ref.8).
• Pass a farm on the right, just after going down a gentle slope.
Then, on the left, you will see another limestone kiln (Ref.9) and
again, there’s another section of sharp slope uphill.
• When you get to the highest point you will pass a TV antenna (it
has a graffiti on it: AHT EZ). (Ref.10)
• You will also pass by a wooden sign on the right of the road that
reads ANDOAIN (Ref.11), in the opposite direction.
Very soon you will pass through a green metallic gate on the left
and will see GARATE farm at the bottom of. YOU ARE HERE!

